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OXYGEN RELATED UECHANISM OF PdVERSE ANNEALING FOR BORON IMPLANTS IN SILICON

T. GRXGORKIEI.TICZ+ and C. A. J.AI'IMERLAÁN
Natuurkundig Laboratorium der UniversiteiÈ van AnsÈerdao
ValckenierstraaÈ 65, l0l8 XE Amsterdam, The Netherlauds

Abstract - lhe review of Èhe existing data on Èhe reverse annealing of boron
ÏnpÏants in silicon is given. The idea of the exchange reacÈion of boron
substitutionals with silicon selfinterstitials as being responsible for the
phenonenon is critícally considered. Instead, the possiblg involvenent of
oxygen and oxygen-related secondary defeets is proposed.
(Receivedfor Publication March 14, I9E5)

Boron is the main p-type dopant currengly used in Èhe manufacture of silicon
devices. Among the doping techniques ion inplantation has gained wide application
and so boron implanted silicon sÈructurês are comonly met.
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The physical nature of the reverse annealing phenomenon is not fully q
undersCood neither from the experimental nor from the theoreÈical point of view-.
However considerable experimental evidence has been gathered and on its basis
some propositions for theoteÈical explanation have been put foft'ard. It is raÈher
generally accepÈed that the decrease of substitutional boron contentÊ is achieved
as the result of interaction wíth secondary radiation damage effêcts-. During the
annealing process as large defect aggregates are being decomposed, highly nobile
silicon selfinterstitials may be released. Silicon interstitials can then reacÈ
with sVbqtitgsíonal boron ions Èhus increasing the interscitial boron concenÈ-
ratíonl ii" '" The reaction would involve the exchange mechanism as proposed by
t"Iatkinsl | 

:

defect comple*"" annealigg si, ; Bsubst + sir+Br

The question why the replacement nechanism ís not active for lower temperatures
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It is a well known experimental observation th
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is usually explained by the assumption of sufficient stabilíty of defect conplexes.
The incorporation of interstitial borons into the hosÈ lattice for higher tempere-
ture regijg would be accomplished by the reaccion with Èherrnally generaÈed
vacant reg

However Èhe explanation of Èhe reverse anoealing pheoooeoon by the replacereut
mechanism alone cannot account for all the existing experioental deta aod hence can
hardly be regarded as satisfacÈory. Here are soÍte of the Eore important _qqestions
and problems which cannoÈ be explained within l.Jatkins' exchange based oeëhanism:

- Èhe reverse annealing behaviour is observed only for boron inplantaEion. It
cannot be found for other iEpl-ants, including here also group III elements as
aluoinium or Èhalliurn for which t{atkins' replacement reaction is wêlL knotm to
occur.

- boron ions which leave the silicon host lattice within the revetse annealing tem-
peraÈure region do not take random interstiÈial positions (as they do for high ten-
perature proÈon irradiation) but Èhey appear Èo lie along <ll0) atonic rows -.

- ínitial substitutional boron concentration in "ag f,nplauÈed" samples canuot be
towered by room temperature (RT) proton irradiacion"'. However, if the sane
samples undergo full annealing treaÈment, Èhen considerable concentretions of
boron interstitials may be creaÈed under RT proton bombardnent.

- there sêems to be serious mismaÈch between the involved concenÈrations of
available selfinterstitial"s and botson substiÈutionals.

l
The last renark requires more'\detailed discussion becauge of its qqucia|

importance. To be more specific leÈ us consider the ínPlantaÈion of l0'-Bcn'
dose with the energy of 150 keV. Then the ggncgqÈration of boron ions in the
ímplanted layer would be as high as nD= lo'/cm -. The estinaÈion of available
concentration of interstitials is not"so straightforvard. As the inplanted ion

comes to rest in the silicon substrate it collides many tiues, thus creaÈing a
large number of lcancy - interstitial pairs. However, during room temperaÈure
implantation the vast majority of the generated daDage is instantly annealed.
Only sorne point defects escape instanc annihilaÈion by forning defecÈ clusters
and those, while decomposing aÈ the elevated annealing ÈemperaÈures could release
highly mobile selfinterstitials able Èo take part in the replacement reaction.
Takíng, into consideration the available information on íntrinsic defects in si-
lícon'" one nay conclude Èhat Èhe only eandidatês to produce selfintersÈitials
in the reverse annealing Èemperature region would be di-interstitial conplexes
P6 and A5 (which are likely to transform into 02 and 83 for higher temPeratures).
Some of the mêntioned dêfect centres are para+($neÈic and therefore may be
observed in EPR. On Èhe basis of such studiqs'-.Èheir concentration in the
implanted layer may beoestimated as ny lO'-cm '. This concentraÈion is snall
in comparison with l0'"crn - which woutd be necessary Èo account for the decrease
of substitutional boron concentration during the reverse annealing. FurÈhermore,
one has to remember thaÈ for irnplanted silicon structures the distribution of
the inplanÈed dopants does not exactly coincide with the radiation dauage disÈti-
bution, Èhus still increasing the exisÈing discrepancy. And so, even lrhen Èaking
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inÈo account thaÈ Ëhere may exist other ceÍrtres, not detecÈable by EPR, which also
would [e able to produce selfinterstitials it is hardly probable that the inter-
action of boron substiÈutionals with silicon interstitials alone could be respon-
sibfgfor thê reverse annealing behaviour of room temperaturê boron iuplants in
silicon.

Also Della Meal6 while studying the interaction of radiation damage produced
by Hg inplantation wiÈh boron subsÈitutionals diffused into a silicon substraÈe
arrived at Èhe conclusion thaÈ the replacemenÈ mechanism igself could not be
responsible for the obsetved peculiar annealing behaviour.

Searching for other possible mechanisms which cotrld explain the revêrse
annealing phenonenon one should also consider inÈeraction wíth oxygen. In the
reverse annealing temperature region oxygen interstitials tend Èo cluster and forut
so-called "thermal donors". Indeed the possibility Èhat oxygen may influence the
annealing process of the radiacion damage is supporred by a wide variety of experi-
mentel evidence. Some of thaÈ evidence is specified below:

- the presence of oxygen in the substraÈe y?s found to influence directly Èhe
annealing behaviour of the radiation damage".

ppear in Czochralski grown silicon hrith
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It is also of crucial imporcance Èo consider wheÈher the oxygen cenÈres
could be present in sufficienÈ concent.ration to meet the number of displaced
boron substi.tutionals. Oxygen clusters known as Èhernal donors are creaÈed upon
annealing in oxygen rich silicon in the 320oC - 500Jc temperature range, their
fopqratiog^raqe pgaking aÈ 450c'C. The formaÈion raÈê values are usually within
10"- I0rzcm Js t range and so to obtain significanÈ concentrations of thermal
donors heat trêatmenÈ must be plqlonged for days. Horíevêr, the implanted layer
is strongly p-type (n-= I0lecm -) and in such material lgth equilibriun concent-
raÈion and formation rSte of thermal donors are enhancedló . Then even shorE
annealing times can produce considerable numbers of thermal donors in the inplanted
layer. Accqrding to wadal9 one may expect thernal donor concentraÈions as high as
1g17 - 1618 "r-3 to be present in the implanted layer following the standard
annealing treatment. Such a nurnber would then be sufficient Èo account for the
reverse annealing.

One may only speculate abouÈ the way in which substitutional boron contents
can be influenced in the reverse annealing Èemperature region by the growth or
by the presence of thermal donors. The possibility thaÈ acceptors might djrSeqtfy
be involved in the creation of thermal donors has already been considered'"'-'.
It receives direct experimental support since both the therrnal equilibrium
concentraÈion and the formation rate of Èhermal donors have been found to depend

the reve rse anneal ing r^/as reported to a
high oxygen concentration. On the other n6
seems to be no evidence for its occurence-

I
for "as implantedt' samples the( initial

much higher in Cz silicon' than fbr oxygen
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sÈrongly on accepto6rconcentrationl9 aod "1"o Èhey Èake differênt values for
different acceptors'-. However, such possibiliÈy was not considered ín recently
published theoretical models fór Èhernal donors lor-"gi..23,24.

NeverÈheless, it is possible to creaÈe Èhe structure sinilar to Èhê OBS
nodel but with a boron atom replacing the silicon atom serving as a centre for
oxygen clusÈer foroation. For such "rnodified" Èhernal donors Èhe flip of silicon
atom int.o inÈersÈiÈial posicion afÈer Ëhe arrival of Èhe Èhird oxygen atom would
be a oechanisn producing interstitials borons and thus manifesÈating iÈself as
reverse annealing. This is illustrated in FIGURE l.
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The speculative supposition that borons night be incorporated in the structure
of themal donors finds considerable experimencal support in the facÈ theÈ inter-
stiÈial boron ions created sithin Èhe reverse annealing temperaÈure regioD do not
lake random positions but that may be moniÈored along (tl0) atouie rws. Such
positions agree well rith Èhat predicted by the OBS model for silicon intersÈitials
participating in theroal donors. IÈ requires mentioníng here ÈhaÈ the suggestion
Èhar borons laying along (ftO) were noE really isolaÈed^intersÈiÈials but raÈher
part of large complexes was also put forward by l{atkinszr while discussing the
G25 centre,

Also the rapid characÈer of incorporation of boron ions into the host lattice
for th€ temperaÈures above the reversê annealing region 3u88ests that one particular
defect complex is being annihilated (and preferably the coruplex which incorporates
also boron).

On bhe oÈher hand if borons would take part in'therual donors foruation then
also in pre-annealed samples (i.e. for temperatures lower than Èhe reverse angrealing
temperacure region) substiÈuÈional borons rcould be involved in the early stages of
oxygen cluster formaÈion (i.e, clusters with less than 3 oxygen atoEs). Then, the
presence of oxygen atms in vicinity of boron substitutionals could certainly affêcÈ
their sensitivity to proton irradiaÈionl'9.

CONCLUSIONS

It seems fairly reasonable Èo involve oxygen and oxygen-related conplexes in
the explanation of rhe annealing behaviour of thê radiation damage induced in the
silicon substrate by ion iuplantation. In particular thêre are many rêasons to
make it responsible for the reverse annealing of boron implants although the par-
licular way in which oxygen and n/rrely Èhermal donors could influence the lafcice
posiÈion of boron implants may onfly be speculaÈed upon. Magnetic resonance studies
of thermal donor formation in Cz\chralski grown silicon doPed !Íith different
acceptors which are currently conducÈed, as well as luainescence sÈudies of heat-
-treaÈed implanted layers are expected to supply new inforoation on Ëhe subject.
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